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Afghan Wireless Communication Company launched the experimental type of Supper Wi-Fi and HD Voice services on August 10, 2013. In the ceremony, which has been held in this regard by AWCC in the presence of high governmental authorities, management of Communication and Information Technology (MCCI), private sector's entrepreneurs and media journal- ists, initially Mr. Amin Rasouli Managing Director of Afghan Wireless has deliverd his speech and stated regarding the launch of Supper Wi-Fi and HD Voice services. "Afghan Wireless is proud to launch its Supper Wi-Fi and HD Voice experimental services on the follow up of its previous successful achievements in terms of providing qualitative communication services and prove its communi- cational creativity and initiatives once again. The technology of Supper Wi-Fi is an extraordinary wireless network which provides access to the use of 3G and 4G technologies in addition to access to various internet bundlied broadband through wireless on the communication process and cross obstacles on the long distances with submitting high speed and low latency.

Mr. Rasouli added: "Using this technology is resulted to decrease the density of internet net- works and causes to increase the speed of internet in the places where there are too much crowd of internet services; such as gatherings, airports, the presence of many tablets, smart phones and watching of video services in the houses and working offices."

Managing Director of AWCC said this is a use- ful communicational technology and he added: "Afghan wireless Supper Wi-Fi services can be used in the Super Wi-Fi capable mobile phones, laptops and tablets."

Mr. Rasouli added: "We try to cover overall Kabul city with the Super Wi-Fi in order to be reached by all those individuals who need fast internet. We try to start Super Wi-Fi services in the key locations of Kabul city such as Airport, Kabul University, some of private universities and businesses’ centers and further extend the coverage of this service."

Afterward, Mr. Abdul Ra’az Wahedi, Minister of Communication and Information Technology (MCCI) delivered his speech and stated: "This half decade before, we were not thinking that we will be in such level of quality in the region that we are today. We hope that today’s technology will be the focal point for us not to be only better source of the technology, but we must participate actively in the production of technology and knowledge of innovative technologies in the region."

Mr. Wahedi added: "HD Voice and Super Wi-Fi are new technologies which are being used with lowest frequency of the power system. The trial period launching of this technology in Kabul city is indeed an important step toward expansion of the technology and utilization of the latest systems which are available and used by the most advanced countries of the world. Today, they are launched in Afghanistan, and we look forward this step with high importance. I appreciate african wireless for stepping in innovation of such an initi- ative and see the company always cooperate the government, I wish for further success."

Mohammad Qurban Hajiqalib Chairman and Executive Officer of ARA was another speaker who spoke regarding the issue and said: "It is a pride for me that I am participating in the launch- ing ceremony of an extraordinary initiative done by AWCC as well as it is a special distinction of AWCC which is always pioneer in bringing of new technology in the market, as it has been the first provider of such services in the country Hajiqalib has kept his position, I am saying congratulation for them and wish them further success."